
The Prince of Pentium
A Life of a Hustler and a Computer Hacker
Sherard H. Adams
SOFTCOVER l 9781426964923 l $14.66
PAGES: 288

Based on true events, The Prince of 
Pentium follows Prince Hakim Jenkins 
through a period of ten years as he’s 
transformed from a poor, low-class hustler 
into a genius hacking thug, engaging in 
high-tech, organized crime.

Before the Music
A Tale of Love, Hope, and Redemption
Marie Claire Peck
SOFTCOVER l 9781426917424 l $17.46
PAGES: 352

Marie Claire must endure a tough marriage 
to Francis Kingman. When she opens 
her home and land to horse training and 
riding lessons, she � nds a new beginning. 
She endures one � nal event that leaves 
her � ghting for her life.

INTIMATIONS
Poetry in the light of the Mind’s eye
Venilla Rajaguru
SOFTCOVER l 9781466951846 l $12.99
PAGES: 80

A rare collection of thought-provoking, 
beautifully crafted and engaging works 
of poetry awaits you in INTIMATIONS. As 
you read through each authentic and 
artistic piece, you will explore a myriad 
of insights about life, love, passion and 
everything in between. 

A Cry For Help!
Arabian Management Services—Context 
and Perspectives
Majid Al Suleimany
SOFTCOVER l 9781426920622 l $54.00
PAGES: 556

A Cry For Help! written by Majid Al Suleimany, 
a management expert  provides a frank 
and honest discussion addressing the 
increasing extremism, fundamentalism, and 
radicalization in management styles and 
aspects of companies that belong to the 
Arabian Gulf Cooperation countries. 

The Black Clergy’s 
Misguided Worship 
Leadership
No More Idol Gods for Black People
Christopher Bell, Jr.
SOFTCOVER l 9781425178062 l $19.00
PAGES: 136

This bold, insightful book challenges black 
leaders to stop their idolatrous “Jesus 
worshipping” practices that subliminally 
promote white male supremacy notions 
and stoke spiritual depression and sullen 
anger in many young black men who react 
with recalcitrant or criminal behavior. 

It All Started With Gogol: 
Scenes From Life In Russia
Unusual Experiences In The Soviet Union
Thomas L. Aman
SOFTCOVER l 9781466943315 l $14.99
PAGES: 300

For nearly 30 years Thomas L. Aman 
travelled and worked in the former Soviet 
Union. He shares some of his extraordinary 
experiences and sheds light on the true 
Russian nature in It All Started With Gogol: 
Scenes From Life In Russia.

Dreams in The Mist
Loyalist House Season I
Barbara Nattress
SOFTCOVER l 9781466949393 l $13.42
PAGES: 156

Working at a B&B seems like the perfect 
job. But with strange noises in the attic, 
her dreams becoming reality and letters 
falling from hidden spots, Marilee soon 
discovers that the Loyalist House is more 
than just a lovely home.

Cold from the Inside Out
One Woman’s Escape to Adventure and 
a New Life
Violeta F. Sterner
SOFTCOVER l 9781426939327 l $11.99
PAGES: 108

When Kate stops and � nds several 
abandoned children on a school bus, 
she takes them with her. But when 
Kate herself is hurt trying to rescue 
the bus driver, it’s up to the children 
to get everyone to safety.

Remarkable books to enjoy again and again. Order yours today. 
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